
User management and Org hierarchy
User interviews - Notes
Following are detailed notes of user interviews focused on the user
management and org hierarchy problem area. Use this doc for
reference and idea generation.

—

The notes are color coded to indicate if a statement is a pain point, mild pain point, idea or an
insight. An insight can be a revelation or important information. Most interviews have a
recording attached for reference.

Reach out to if you have any questions?Akshay Kore

mailto:akshay.kore@observe.ai
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Pain point | Insight | Idea | Mild pain

Phil Wang - 1

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/u1_5pkZiTES-fRjDWiPtR5MLk8pkRfsZzJJMIv3AW-VgU_H
J1GUyUqF0PacTEBz4.QE6FkVxfzk3VddQN

Passcode: +cZ^dNS5

—

It’s very manual. Requires them to reach out to OAI to upload files into the system to
create new users.

Have to manually process all new user requests every single time for each customer.

CS team did not want to take this on.

It is not difficult, it is very manual and laborious.

Two roles: Phil’s team does the initial setup of users and teams. Steven’s team takes up
ongoing management.

Teams is something that you have to manually assign using the UI in the system.

“Instances right once you like if you're managing a team of like 100 probably not a big
deal to go in there manually assign teams and update them as needed, but when we
talked about the concentrix says, are the Blocks of the world that have thousands of
users, it is extremely laborious.”

They have to do it for every user manually.

“My team of 10 CSEs had to manually add 7000 users and assign it to teams.”

300 users /hour

Built a separate internal tool for OAI

Asking customers to do this much data entry / manual work is a hard pill to swallow.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/u1_5pkZiTES-fRjDWiPtR5MLk8pkRfsZzJJMIv3AW-VgU_HJ1GUyUqF0PacTEBz4.QE6FkVxfzk3VddQN
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/u1_5pkZiTES-fRjDWiPtR5MLk8pkRfsZzJJMIv3AW-VgU_HJ1GUyUqF0PacTEBz4.QE6FkVxfzk3VddQN


Can only add 20 users at a time.

You can’t search by the ID of user. You can only search by name. This is especially
problematic when there are multiple users with the same name.

Find and add users is a big painpoint.

There is a customer expectation that these types of processes should be done in bulk
and they should have control over it. 💥💥

Most enterprise customers expect some type of user sync process that automates the
entire thing.

99% of clients will be able to leverage user sync.

“generally most customers would least expect that you have like a user file
exchange process that do this automatically.”
“The only scenario where I have found this not to be true, is for the very, very
small customers right, but you know we're talking about like the 25 see.”

The urgency to automate is with large customers.

Processing reports: what went well, what didn’t. Success/failure of users, calls ingested,
etc. We don’t do this well. Give them some information to troubleshoot

How to communicate reports/changes to clients:
Not every admin needs the report. But some admins need it for sure.

Every contact center has a hierarchy. Issue with OAI is that we limit them to one team.

There are no multiple hierarchies in a team structure on OAI.

Some systems hold this hierarchy. Some don’t. They have to recreate the hierarchy.

High cost of OAI doing it.



Pain point | Insight | Idea | Mild pain

Phil Wang - 2
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/aEtZLlJ6anuGah9K9SRm9OjVwkC9N79m6JK6J

A5b8DnN5NJFDO0XsauVN2vpD4Bp.xGdkOMdPLoiWonw5

Passcode: Ka2.+?sj

—

What they want to be able to give is, here’s all the users in the system. Can we ingest
these?

“it is a painful process because effectively, I have to take 20 of these files every week.
And then transform them in a way, where I can upload the file, as well as like remove all
the old teams added all the new team so it's very painful takes a lot of time.”

“because this is so complicated I actually haven't been able to tell my team, how to do
this.”

Does several Vlookups, VBA script to find and replace for all teammates.

Sometimes they have 20 teams they want to assign to one user.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/aEtZLlJ6anuGah9K9SRm9OjVwkC9N79m6JK6JA5b8DnN5NJFDO0XsauVN2vpD4Bp.xGdkOMdPLoiWonw5
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/aEtZLlJ6anuGah9K9SRm9OjVwkC9N79m6JK6JA5b8DnN5NJFDO0XsauVN2vpD4Bp.xGdkOMdPLoiWonw5


“I had to write a VBA script that basically create a mapping table of all the teams all the
unique ids and then replace everything in all of these columns with that and this one
only has 300 users right, but some of these have like 1500 2000 users”
“We have to do a lot of final replaces to get them correct and if they have a typo in some
of these right it's it's hard for me to also find those out.”

“it's really hard with like the error tracking etc as well, but I would say, for 20 it generally
can take like i've built my process now for myself at least to be able to do them I had
about.”

“20 to 30 minutes each and if you multiply that by 20 rate, you can see how much time
that would take me alone on a weekly basis.”

10 hours/ week just for CnX one account. CnX has 20 accounts
This will go up.

“the process, I have is they send me all these teams, based on their latest one and I
have to first take this list. Make it into a unique list and then compare it to all the teams
that we had in the system today to find which of those are missing, and then create all
the missing ones, and then be able to do this and that's why it's so arduous.”

Will like a process that will create new teams if needed.

Medallia: They had a process of building an actual hierarchy of the system which they
called groupings. Each grouping had a unique ID and a display name. They would do
UM based off unique IDs.

Ideally we’d like to talk to the HR systems that they have to do the mapping.

Unique IDs help with resolving typo errors

CnX knows that OAI doesn’t have a concept of hierarchy. They are just try fake it by
creating multiple teams.

they want to replicate their list of teams from some system to our system.

Biggest thing we need is the ability to update users and move them between teams
(maybe in bulk).



The manual process gets more difficult with larger customers like ATT with more than
2000 agents.

File process would be the best (upload a file of all agents and teams)

File process is a stopgap solution. It might be helpful to some users.

Admins send file to OAI (through sftp) -> OAI does processing and updates

File process and bulk upload might not be a universal solution. Some customers will be
able to do it. For eg. CnX might be able to do it, but Block may not be.
Because CnX is flexible, but Block has a set rigid format in Workday.

They do it manually themselves, but they complain about it. So OAI hired someone to
manually do UM for CnX.

Block is moving to Okta

So you may end up doing team names by manager and then you'll they'll have to give
you which agents belong report to the managers.

Agents can be moved between heirearchies of managers i.e. manager changes, is
promoted, leaves the company.

It would be ideal if we had a historical track of UM changes.

“if I had to say what is ideal, it would be that we have a system in place. Where we both
be able to track historically results, so that even if Dan don't then leaves as a manager



in the future if I want to filter back down to Dan don't end results I could see his results
from whenever he wasn't employee At block, but then going forward right he's no longer
a manager and maybe now it's brandi it should be correct that way going forward.”

“the ideal state is the agents would map or roll up into these managers appropriately
and be at that you know time in place like have the right data presented for them.”

CnX is all about manager names as team names. They don’t have a team name
concept.

“I think we need to be flexible right like, in my experience working with customers, like
every customer is going to do it slightly different.”

Creating teams is a frequent process. Especially for larger companies.

It is easy to delete teams.

We have been able to some of the cost to our customers. But this is something that
would make them unhappy.

Tablestakes, they would expect some sort of a process for this in place.

Customers might be unhappy if we charge them for UM.

“kind of its it's like what they expect like, especially when I was working at medallia like
these are all things we did all the time and every customer just assumed, we could
manage it automatically”

If we can’t automate, their perception of us becomes very poor.

Enterprise customers will assume we can do UM for them.

Flexibility around metadata mapping

Expensive for OAI to do UM manually.

First step for most customers if self-serve. After that they might ask it to be automated.

Will help with retention of customers. It will be cost savings for them since they don’t
have to hire someone to do UM.



Pain point | Insight | Idea | Mild pain

Lester - Cnx
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/ryOlzr70wa6dhrLRNH-En6oCYyA0JhIjKG6dB_cD5SZ79S
Cb38SesGRpv2l2faDy.yJdNaBRPpRrJ12U3

Passcode: ZsP=P85V

—

New to CnX

Why are there people mapped out to different teams.

It is difficult for the admin to create an accurate mapping from their org structure. This
is a current limitation of OAI, so admins end up creating multiple teams.

Multiple teams can have overlaps. For eg. in case of two QAs who have the same
manager, the manager’s team has all members from the QAs team replicated.

ATT has operations in different geos.

A large BPO will have multiple hierarchies. A senior manager can have 1000 people
rolling up to them.

An org based view can help with measuring KPIs of different levels. Eg. the KPI of a
supervisor is different from a director.

Current way of managing orgs in OAI:
- An agent is a part of minimum 3 teams, supervisor, manager and senior

manager.
- A manager will have their own team and team leaders will report to them
- Team leaders will have their own team as an entity.

11:54 - 12:57
They intuitively know whether a team belongs to a team leader or a manager based on
the number of people in the team. Eg. around 20 people -> team leader, around 70
people -> manager.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/ryOlzr70wa6dhrLRNH-En6oCYyA0JhIjKG6dB_cD5SZ79SCb38SesGRpv2l2faDy.yJdNaBRPpRrJ12U3
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/ryOlzr70wa6dhrLRNH-En6oCYyA0JhIjKG6dB_cD5SZ79SCb38SesGRpv2l2faDy.yJdNaBRPpRrJ12U3


They create their own processes outside OAI to manage users using excel, teams,
sharepoint.

These processes are complicated and require significant training.

There are a number of errors that happen during these processes, mainly around typos
of user names and team names.

They are building their own process of creating reports from Workday (user roster
management platform) and pushing them to an SFTP folder. OAI will then use these
files to do UM.



The goal of this is to avoid user errors due to typos and multiple points of contact.
They are managing 22 different files for ATT. He’s essentially just auditing if they follow
the right naming conventions.

Even then, he can’t do it for the entire file (some files have more than 1000 entries). He’s
just doing a sample.

The transfer of knowledge is done from their level on the global side (central team) and
different POCs would manage deployment for different regions.
Then the POCs follow the process laid out in templates.

These files are used both for new users and team updates.

They are trying to automate adding new users through a user sync process.

The ideal state would be to automate the team mapping piece.

Users to team association changes weekly. This is a high frequency change.

Currently, POCs don’t have the time to update regularly. But if they did, he would be
receiving changes on a weekly basis.

Process:
- Start of the week, Admin requests OAI for the most recent mapping.
- They do an audit of user mappings. (they’ve created a generator for this step,

compare with previous records). Tells the what to update, what not.
- Once audit is completed, it is uploaded to a sharepoint folder
- The admin does a few manual check around data formatting.
- Then they submit it to OAI and OAI makes these changes.
- This process takes about a week.

we're actually just downloading the entire team mapping that's available to us.
There is no way of seeing a change in mapping i.e. these agents are with this team
now.
There are errors in this process after download. Despite this, the go ahead and triage
errors during the process.

During this process:
- New teams can be created.



- New agents can be added.
- Agents can be moved between teams.

Currently, they refresh all the data and recreate teams and agents for simplicity.

Tracking the history of agent updates in the hierarchy is not relevant within OAI.
This type of need hasn’t come up and they have not seen it in previous experience.

There is always a delay in the mapping between Workday (user roster software) and
OAI. The delay is generally 1 week. This is a major pain point for the admin.💥💥

“All of the frustration from the users, because at the end of the day, right, I find that be
there, I log into that I want to see the information that is related to my team, however, if
this week my team has already changed right, and then I am filtering something and
then I just realized that hey These are not my agents anymore I just changed my team
last week.”

The performance report will not be an accurate representation of my actual teams
performance.

“it requires them to manually pull the information for the agents, one by one, instead of
having a singular filter that wouldn't work so that they can see the information that gets
a scorecard so let's summarize, supposedly for their entire.”

There are other tools that follow the same user hierarchy as their user management
software (workday). Eg. Verint

Mapping within Verint gets updated automatically whenever there is a change on
Workday. CnX built this mapping on their own using APIs.

However, this automatic mapping is not common. Smaller orgs generally don’t have this
automatic mapping.

Roles and teams are already defined in Workday and they replicate it on OAI.

There are different naming conventions on how we call a team leader or a manager.

In other UM solutions, there is this inherit team capability, where a team can be easily
transferred from one manager to another. If the team has other team leaders, even their
agents are seamlessly mapped to the new manager.



Roles and access to tools are independent. A manager can have different levels of tool
access.

Access to tools is not dependent on the role type.

“I won't be able to make that call because I'm unsure as a manager if this actually
represents the trend of my team. it might be something different, and what will happen
is that I might call out to focus on offensive language when, in fact, last week, our top
opportunity really would be hold time.”

Higher-level > lesser headcount

Site (geolocation) as a way of organizing teams. E.g Mumbai, Manila, etc.

“it requires a lot of human intervention for us before we come up with the roster files
right and then It adds another layer that it takes a certain amount of time before those
updates can be uploaded and so, by the time that we announced to the team that made
updates have been made at that point, it's not already the updated.”



Pain point | Insight | Idea | Mild pain

Stephen - OAI internal support team
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/dkaEiM3rt0_m0Em-LV2b16BRKXfhN1gz91xshXD
c72v97XPZXvPJd558--LQCfjk.dJTqCDpaA7UQoMqI

Passcode: i%6Q+#hE

—

UM requests are the largest number of requests for the support team.
Approx 16%

It has increased since CnX started

Type of request can range from adding one user to a page of 150 new users.
Majority of requests is 1-15 users at a time.

But CnX will send a list of 150 users. It won’t just be adding new, but also modifications
and deletions.

Majority of UM requests are adding new users. There are some for changing the name.
Deletion is rarest.

New quarter, lot of new users added

There are users added during onboarding - which are handled by the onboarding team.
Sometimes admins are confused and they send these requests to the support team.

Most requests are raised by the customer themselves.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/dkaEiM3rt0_m0Em-LV2b16BRKXfhN1gz91xshXDc72v97XPZXvPJd558--LQCfjk.dJTqCDpaA7UQoMqI
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/dkaEiM3rt0_m0Em-LV2b16BRKXfhN1gz91xshXDc72v97XPZXvPJd558--LQCfjk.dJTqCDpaA7UQoMqI


Example request. Check time lag

“the worst case scenario, in my opinion, is when the like a new admin reaches out to us
to get themselves added. Which kind of adds like a weird security issue or it's like well, I
see that your email as part of the same you know domain as the customer, but I really
feel more comfortable this coming from your admin.
Because that it's just like a weird scenario that we have to kind of work around So those
are like the two biggest pain points that will take a one touch ticket and make it
sometimes last week.”
Such a ticket can take week to fulfil

Different kinds of requests: Admins added, manager and even custom roles.

Agents are often added from metadata

“had one specific use case where they've actually said, you know this process that we
currently have is kind of taking too long.”



“sample sheet of what we upload via the dashboard and just like hey if you fill this out
and give it to us, we can get it done in the same day are like as soon as we get the
ticket”

Deletions is the most complicated type of request.

OAI will have to do one time transformation to ingest agents from metadata.
Or if users send it in a format that OAI recommends.

“One of the main things we run into with it's not super common, but if if they tried to add
a user that's disabled in our database it'll give us success, even though it's not being
added. The only way we actually know about it is by going into the actual database and
looking up disabled users to see that.”

Confirmation of errors is missing in the case of adding disabled users.

Adding a previously disabled users is complicated.
A disabled user does not show up on the dashboard.
Admin expects the disabled user to be enabled when adding.

NDR looked at moving users between teams.

“ it's kind of been a growing issue over the past six months.”



Pain point | Insight | Idea | Mild pain

Assurance - 1

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/7OSmqXWMmYdkfsmouF_6qxFX_Duy_NgMWW
Ve_A_HSr_C793RbYMYqlF_maekOMRQ.2EB-OvEKGoXaWfA_

Passcode: BGj4*+7e

—

They have their own UM system and they feed the data to OAI in the metadata when
teams change or there are new users.

Use AAD currently. However, not all who use OAI are on AAD

There’s an agent change everyday.

It can be new agent or agents moving between teams.

“there's also agents that will be deactivated from the platform that we just want to have
removed from certain teams, where we want to keep your information”

Deactivate state is important for them.

Deactivate state is different from delete.

“ the construct in terms of the hierarchy, the sales manager with agents under him or her
with agents that may be moving in and out and with sales managers that may be
moving in and out.”

They have created an internal tool for assiginng agents to managers.

They also have a tool called Join where the hierarchy of agents and sales managers is
stored.

Many agents are contractors and temporary employees.

Agents might want to move between sales managers.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/7OSmqXWMmYdkfsmouF_6qxFX_Duy_NgMWWVe_A_HSr_C793RbYMYqlF_maekOMRQ.2EB-OvEKGoXaWfA_
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/7OSmqXWMmYdkfsmouF_6qxFX_Duy_NgMWWVe_A_HSr_C793RbYMYqlF_maekOMRQ.2EB-OvEKGoXaWfA_


Managers may get reassigned, promoted, fired or leave the company.
There can be organisational changes where they might get involved in selling a different
product type. This would lead to the creation of a new sales team.

Majority of changes are around user and teams association.

They have some requests around adding new employees to OAI, but that is much
smaller in comparison to changes in agent assignment.
Approx 1~100-300 changes/week

Pattern: Majority who have access are going to be QA analyst who is viewing the call or
a sales leader.

“we would prefer is all of our QA analyst teams were automatically assigned to all of our
agents kind of like the default team, but for all of our QA team.”
Change in default team

User to team mapping is highest frequency

‘Is there a way of adding agents without activating them immediately?’

—

Will this be something that they will be able to configure teams with as well?

User could have a 1 to many relationship with teams. And team mapping is often
changed due to moving agents from different supervisors or getting cross-trained,
promoted, etc. There is always a lot of movement with agents.

—

agent-team changes happen every day

Join CRM - agent to sales manager mapping

agents - contractors vs employees. contractors may not renew contracts

agents are changing - Life LOB to Medicare LOB



managers - leave, fired, changing LOB, org changes

agent-team - 200-300 changes a week

QA Analyst team needs to be assigned to all Agents like Default team; was a struggle;
many teams like that that need to be assigned to all Agents

206 teams; 5000 Users

15-20 non agent users per week

would prefer user team sync within user sync rather than UI

wants to give master copy every week

user-team mapping - very frequent change

wants to use user sync beta
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Assurance - 2
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/4LEFky1n3ibQaOmiXUrn7O3vR5GCaeSW2H2EaHiA8FZ
gxH2FTWJ2fSCG65Dklcfu.PPB17xLtEGMF_MbY

Passcode: 2Db$q4iV

—

They have separate teams because of requirements from the carrier.

Calls can be reviewed only by a specific team. They have onshore and offshore. So an
onshore agent cannot review an offshore call.

When agents are imported, they are automatically assigned to the default team. They
want this to automatically assign to the QA analyst team.

Moving agents from default team to a predefined team is tedious

Agents can be a part of multiple teams. Eg. same agent can be a part of UFC as well as
SSG.

QA analyst can only be a part of one team.

They have restrictions on QA mapping but not on agent mapping.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/4LEFky1n3ibQaOmiXUrn7O3vR5GCaeSW2H2EaHiA8FZgxH2FTWJ2fSCG65Dklcfu.PPB17xLtEGMF_MbY
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/4LEFky1n3ibQaOmiXUrn7O3vR5GCaeSW2H2EaHiA8FZgxH2FTWJ2fSCG65Dklcfu.PPB17xLtEGMF_MbY


Restrictions based on metadata. In this case the metadata tells them which policy call
was it. This is not based on Moments.

Current workflow for moving agents between teams : All users > Filter by agent role >
Select all > Actions (Add team) > Enter team names > Save



They use internal nomenclature for teams. ‘HEALTH-Buchanan-Khalil’ where first part is
the type of insurance, the second part is name of manager and the third is the name of
the QA.

They don’t have a way of viewing agent metadata like ‘internal team name’ from the
users section. So they go to calls > agent filter > view call > call info to get this
information.



They are mapping from Agent metadata to the teams construct in OAI

They have to redo the agent to team mapping from their metadata on OAI

They don’t even see metadata of agent on users tab. This is expected by the admin and
is a major pain point.

Agents can be a part of multiple teams, but usually they have a primary team.

Multiple roles might need view access to a set of agents.
Eg. Sales manager might want a view of agents in the Health team. Currently they give
view access by adding the Sales manager to the agents’ team or by creating a separate
team.

They have a concept of line of business. Currently they use Teams and metadata filters
to create this construct.

Line of business is not necessarily a team.

Teams metadata is not associated with evaluations or coaching tabs, so there is no way
to tie that metadata. Coaching and evaluations are the main tabs that managers are
using.

They get team change information from multiple external channels.



A new team could be created in Looker but not in OAI. This is an issue

Excel sheet of team change. First column is current team, last column is the new team.

There are sometimes empty teams.
Users want to create a team first and then add agents.
OAI expects agents already present for a team.

“this is what takes up the majority of our time is just updating the the agents that are in
here”



Updating agents is a tedious activity.

Automation: New agents information can have team names sent with it to automatically
add to OAI.

“the way that it assigns them the default teams would be great if they could assign
them to all the QA teams at that same time that would save a large amount of time right
there.”

Idea: Change in default team

Removing agents has not been their teams priority. They just deactivate agents that
leave.

—

All Agents are onshore, but not all of our reviewers are onshore. UHC does not allow
offshore of their data/calls.

Agents will also sometimes switch line of insurance, which is why it's easier for us to
assign all QA review teams to them.

Team names are same inside and outside

agents can take any calls

metadata has the info on the call that was taken

QAs to see only calls with certain metadata

can metadata from call be consumed? - OAI

can they send agent to team mapping(all teams up to date) in every sync



Pain point | Insight | Idea | Mild pain

ADT Solar

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/o9IvidIZ587N-P6SAdNSFus2YesIlRqiLOte7UjPv1
F-bv-HzJYM7ImpPxUVs501.i8Vc1dFy2ROyQeoq

Passcode: j?c6^Snv

–

They had to add a bunch of team managers to OAI for which they had to submit a ticket
to OAI. That was not ideal and is a frustrating experience.

“the primary kind of thing we're trying to overcome is is so we're relying on people
realizing they don't have the access, they need before and then telling us, and then as
assigning retroactively and to samantha's point when those people are not on the
phones taking calls, you know, having to go through the Multi step process of
submitting a ticket that's that's our biggest inefficiency right now sure.”

“the Multi step process of submitting a ticket that's that's our biggest inefficiency right
now sure.”

New people join every 2-3 weeks, so agents are added in a similar frequency.

They don’t have a solid process around assigning new agents into teams. It happens in
an adhoc fashion depending on the team manager.

“If there was a group or a notification or something when new users were created so
that we could just go work, the list of new users, whether that's an email or Whatever the
case may be”

The reason they want to be notified about new users added is because out of approx 70
hires, only 63 show up the first day and then only 50 make it on the phone.

They can’t always rely on their rosters or documentation because of the high attrition
rate. New user notification can become a point of clarity for actual hires.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/o9IvidIZ587N-P6SAdNSFus2YesIlRqiLOte7UjPv1F-bv-HzJYM7ImpPxUVs501.i8Vc1dFy2ROyQeoq
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/o9IvidIZ587N-P6SAdNSFus2YesIlRqiLOte7UjPv1F-bv-HzJYM7ImpPxUVs501.i8Vc1dFy2ROyQeoq


When new hires are made, first week they are not assigned to a team. This is because
they might lose 20% of the cohort. They are trying to save wasted effort.

New hires who are left take training calls in the middle of their second week. They are
not assigned to production teams till about a month into the organization.

It’s a struggle because their training team does not user OAI. So when they get put on
the floor, they don’t know who has made through training, who has calls, who’s started
taking calls.

Idea: Creation date of new users on the platform

“where we could have a list that we go through you know, once a week of everyone
that's been created after X date and we can get them assigned as opposed to
depending on the team leader team manager supervisor saying hey they're supposed to
be my team and they're not, I think, would would help us solve for that that process.”

Keeping a track of agents moving from one manager to another.

Moving agents between managers is frequent and sometimes happens without the
knowledge of the admin. In this case, the admins have to reach out to managers to get
this information.

Why agents move managers: “the end user and their manager relaying that message,
there are any sometimes it's backfilling different skills, sometimes it's just load
balancing the number of people who report to one person.”

“if we were able to feed a custom value into the metadata that's coming across with that
user that the calls that they're they're taking I wonder if we could somehow reference
that metadata to automatically assign them to a team that we decide is representative
of those types of calls.”

Changing roles is a usecase for them.
Does not have to be in bulk necessarily.

They are a rapidly growing company that went through a merger, they have many people
coming in, moving out and trying to align business models. New parent will dynamically
change what role a group of individuals will have or promotion within groups.



“we moved about three quarters of our call Center from one dialing platform over to the
next and that's that includes all of their supervisors admins team leads etc. Being able
to just default add and update all of those new users as a part of that merger would
save us having to go in and do it all manually”

They moved from Canvas to Five9 dialer. Roles, email and all other details stayed the
same. But they weren’t on OAI, so they had to create these roles.

—

600+ Agents; 150+ non-Agents - very high ratio?

want to give Agents access to OAI by default for new Users - Shak following up with
integrations team

wants to use User sync Beta -

- to update old users to have OAI access
- to disable access for agents who have left
- to create non-agent Users - once in 2-3 weeks they get added. lose a day of work

because of the turn around time on the support ticket

agent to team mapping is cumbersome

Had equal preference for UI based User-Team sync vs User Sync

can share the Users master file at the same sftp location as calls

want to send User metadata on call and expect us to consume it from there

- User-Team mapping
- or some other attribute change



Soaren

they have 4 different brands. each agent can take call for any brand

but the qa auditors should not see data for other brands

they tried to use team construct with filters to restrict seeing of data. that works on calls
page but not evaluations page.

evaluations page - the qa audiotr sees agents belonging to the team who may have
taken calls for other other brands. so, other brands calls are visible.



LiveOps

1 person - 2roles

display names is the problem

dont use teams much

non-agents - not much attrition. prefer to do it manually.

errors to be sent to a list of emails

want to send limited metadata

use user sync to update user profile - especially display names. see if display name problem is
solved with the prems fix.

want to use user sync only for display name updation



Concentrix
didnt want to give direct access

dump user data in a csv format

constant changes in team

user-team mapping is being sent via files to Implementations team

Block
asked if we have an api that they can call when the change happens

Amherst
uJet - CCaaS provider. has details about Agents and Non-agents not QA Analysts

Client prefers to pull from Sailpoint (RBAC provider). Workday has the data. would like OAI to
pull directly from sailpoint not uJet as a middle party

Sailpoint is not implemented yet
They prefer to push data rather than us pulling data at this point. they are looking for endpoint
from our side to push data.

Since sailpoint is not available. they are thinking if they can share data.

Agents - dynamic user sync already. no problems

Non-agents - they want to sync (70-80 in number). not too much turnover

User to Team mapping changes constantly. on basis of workforce management, agents are
moved from one business division to the other. User promotions and such. prefer to have an
automated way of changing teams.

They want to maintain roles on OAI. want to sync roles in automated manner

they dont want supervisors of one team to be able to see data of other teams.



qa analysts - internal are universal. can see all data. compliance use-cases.

they qa analysts who should not see data of other departments

their teams are on basis of business units not supervisors

1 supervisor can be mapped to multiple teams



Qualfon
Expected sso to solve for user team sync as well

User to team assignment comes as a roster to them. Agent to supervisor mapping is present.

No construct of team name in the roster

Team setup - no hierarchy; supervisor based teams and other teams as well

Asking of team name was supervisor name - would bulk upload be easier

Why they move teams?

Team to focus this side of business

Agent-supervisor not working

They handling different business divisions

Sap successfactors is where agent and supervisor info is present

Agent can belong to multiple teams

User creation and updation is not a challenge

User to team mapping every week is a challenge



Accolade - 1
dont want to give access to workday apis

asked if we have an api that they can call when the change happens

want to sync once a day

asked if a not-present user will be considered as ‘marked for deletion’

would like hierarchy too but teams created on observe are different from teams that they have
on workday - they have agent to steward mapping

asked about how errors

Azure AD sync - Accolade act as a test or early beta user for any Active Directory
advancements with SSO.

—

Where does this information reside? Workday

How can we send this data over? We can export this to Observe.AI in any way that is
needed. (Observe.AI syncing the information would be using the sample file attached)

This will be once per day.

Would prefer to push the data over to Observe.AI in an S3 bucket. Send the files
through S3 on a periodic basis - once per day into a specific folder on the bucket.

Send us all of the users every time

If there is something that goes wrong on a specific record, will there be a notification on
which file failed?

Logs will be internal, but aren't exposed to the clients.

If the second row fails, the other users aren't deleted, we will still keep processing on
each of the rows.

Soft delete - when a user is marked as disable



How do we handle roles? Just list the role name within the csv file

Team Management - Is there a way to do this within the user sync?

When you create a user, and assign them to team(s). How often is this association
changed? Constantly, daily. Right now the Supervisors are updating their teams daily.
To have this automated would be a huge benefit.

What are some of the use cases for changing the teams constantly?
The move to another role, growth, promotions, cross training

Upgrading user sync capabilities, we are looking at syncing teams as well. Ideally in a
few months, we will be able to add another column with the team(s) that the user needs
to be associated with.



Rob - OAI

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/bL_36TRBB-NVCNeHfTIyczDkA8spxN6JuzLxmp
MvDDog-ZygIVF2nJoSlN20jctc.npXjGcxgNSo3Oojc

Passcode: #M..q0C#

—

Reference

Enterprise Implementation Guide

—

100% of agents should be coming by call ingestion

“automation works from an integration perspective is once that agent takes a call once
we ingest one recording for them.”

We can create agent profiles manually from CS dashboard, but they will not merge if the
same agent was ingested from calls. Now you will have two agent profiles for the same
agent.

Merging agents is a problem. If there are any differences between the agent name or
metadata, a new profile gets created.

Template to create user. Team and LOB columns are not ingested, they use it for
reference.

“however, their internal business language works on how their internal hierarchy works,
we (OAI) try to mirror that as much as possible.”

It gets more complicated to build teams when there are multiple levels of hierarchy

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/bL_36TRBB-NVCNeHfTIyczDkA8spxN6JuzLxmpMvDDog-ZygIVF2nJoSlN20jctc.npXjGcxgNSo3Oojc
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/bL_36TRBB-NVCNeHfTIyczDkA8spxN6JuzLxmpMvDDog-ZygIVF2nJoSlN20jctc.npXjGcxgNSo3Oojc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1moEuaYUoor0hiF1YcgwEPHTGT4GTe0Kfs5EKqCAsfEI/edit


OAI has a playbook for user management that onboarding team uses

Creating agents is a part of ingestion and deosn’t consume too much time. This process
is however highly technical.

For non-agents the ETA for adding is 24 hours. But sometimes implementation
managers are busy, so the ETA might extend.

Creating teams is time consuming. Currently creating 40 teams might take 3-5 business
days.

Creating teams is easy, but mapping is the challenge.

Changing roles of ingested agents is not a frequent usecase

“you also have those clients who might come in and say, well, I don't like the way the
agents names are spelled when they appear in the dashboard”

“I would love to see if clients can create agents one day right if that can be self-service.”

“if I need to update a group of users, like their roles, you have to do it, one by one.”

“I would want the ability to pick and choose okay if i'm on page one, I just need these
five users from page one, I need these five pages from page to any these five users
from page 10 only.”

“it's really the team updates that's really the big pain point”

There’s not much difference between an enterprise and non-enterprise client when it
comes to onboarding apart from the headcount.



Team names as location names

Location based hierarchy Agent > Fort lauderdale > Florida

Teams created with manager names and teams created with location names



“it's all hierarchy, at the end of day it's just depending on how deep enough they want
the hierarchy to develop.”

“Adrian reports to Crystal who is part of the San Diego location.
Adrian will be assigned to Crystal team view but also San Diego.”

Number of teams depends on the depth of their hierarchy right now.



Accolade - 2

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/FCaTTsHEIUKptudOR18ta3QJry5iEQqy0l_XISAKZqP73F
aSrzcN3cyP1cmO0VuI.h0RsZzizYIm3QnKA

Passcode: BH4!X+6R

—

User sync process is highly technical for Accolade

Teams move around all the time between stewards (supervisor). This is high frequency

Agents get promoted.

It will be useful to pass information from Workday to OAI so that it gets reflected fast and is not
outdated. They feel this is better than any manual process they currently use.

Multiple people create teams. That leads to problems with managing users effectively.

“having the teams that are aligned to their supervisors is something that we can automate
through workday”

“unless we can build some type of hierarchical system that takes you know the stewards and
then the senior stewards that they report to and align things that way well we're not going to be
able to to manage any anything else.”

Currently they rely on Supervisor to manage their teams.

“we don't have a mechanism to do that (create hierarchy), like we'd have to create as a senior
steward team and put all the people who report to their stewards into that team and and we
haven't gone that route.”

“If I’m a service lead that has a portfolio of 50 customers, I want to only be able to see
performance of my team.”

They want to figure out turnover of agents.

Accolade wants to analyse strategic customers separately from mid-market customers. Hierchy
and grouping can help with this usecase.

Inbound and outbound are types of calls. They created separate teams to view data for these
types of calls using filters on OAI. Filter happens within the teams metadata.

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/FCaTTsHEIUKptudOR18ta3QJry5iEQqy0l_XISAKZqP73FaSrzcN3cyP1cmO0VuI.h0RsZzizYIm3QnKA
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/FCaTTsHEIUKptudOR18ta3QJry5iEQqy0l_XISAKZqP73FaSrzcN3cyP1cmO0VuI.h0RsZzizYIm3QnKA


Metadata teams are teams based on metadata filters instead of a specific hierarchy. This is
created since metadata filters are not present on some tabs on OAI (evaluation, coaching, etc.)

Can we identify if this is a management (exec) level team or an agent team.

They have a high turnover of agents. They don’t want to change teams of managers who don’t
have such a high turnover when agents move. Currently they need to refresh everything.

Agent turnover is very high which is why they don’t want a manual workaround.

Agents move in and out, sometimes they get promoted and don’t have to do the job of an agent
anymore.

Whenever new customers are added, experienced agents are moved to handle their account.

Stewards have access to move people within their team manually.

Currently they don’t have a process for user management on OAI. Every steward does it
differently. This does not happen consistently.

Movement of agents happens all the time.

There is always a lag between user data on OAI vs Workday.

They have internal communication outside OAI about agents moving teams.

“If I’m a steward and someone’s moving to my team, someone is going to tell me that”

Senior steward (supervisor’s manager) informs supervisor of personnel change.

Senior steward (supervisor’s manager) make the update on Workday. This also need to be
communicated to workforce management who updates the scheduling.

They use Workday as a source of truth for UM over Verint.

Verint has an API which they have tried to use. But seems like it was not successful.

There is internal communication about movement of agents.

Because OAI is a new introduction, user management is not done consistently on OAI.

“we haven't held supervisors accountable for updating teams just because we also have been
going through some recent changes on ours, we just are trying to be a little bit more patient”



Supervisors need to see the evaluations for their teams, so they feel updating teams is an
important job to do.

Workday is the source of truth for user roster.

They have multiple levels of hierarchy. Agents > Stewards > Senior Stewards > VP

“we want the ability to say like if Geeta moved out of Todd’s team that would reflect on work day
and that should be reflected in OAI and Geeta’s people moved with her so that would also
reflect in work day and that should reflect on OAI”

OAI is an operational tool. So all levels (execs) should ideally use OAI.

Right now a VP sees everything. That is too much information. They need to be able to see an
overview.

“we do add one user at a time, or we also add, like a bunch of users, depending is like a new
team like now onboards”

Adding users is not a scalable process on their end because of a user (accolade user) they’ll
just need to login to their Okta dashboard to get access to OAI, but Admins have ot reach out to
OAI to get these users added to their teams.

“fill out a spreadsheet that Russell (OAI CSM) owns that I don't have access to.”

“it would be nice if there was some sort of integration that does that without us having to like you
know manually reach out to Russell (OAI CSM)“

If an agent gets promoted to steward, they’ll get their own team. In that case a bulk update
would be useful where you might add new people or transfer them from a different team.

One person has handled 5-6 promotions from agent to steward i one month.

They ask stewards to make team mapping changes. They have about a 100 stewards in their
team.

“we're not sure that they're (stewards) even doing their own levels consistently, but like I said, I
have no idea of who created some of these teams and or how they intend to maintain them.”

It is difficult for them to expose APIs from Workday because of security reasons. Even their
internal developers don’t get access. Someone manually exports an XML with specific
information for internal devs.



User ‘Travis’ belongs to 9 different teams because OAI doesn’t have hierarchy.



Russell

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15aFMwSbemb72S_zWaXW0acrD73_Xaqjd/view?usp=sharing

—

We want to know good types of calls where you’re getting good CSAT or NPS scores. They
build teams to see that easily.

They are trying to save ‘views’ by building teams.

There are cases where a supervisor is only looking for a specific type of call, but the agents that
report to the supervisor can handle different types of calls as well. They create multiple teams to
solve for this usecase.

They create a separate team for leadership to view business data.

If someone had to do user management properly right now, it would be a fulltime job. Customers
don’t have that kind of resources.

They sometimes create a team with all agents and use filters within tabs (evaluation, coaching,
etc.) to simplify the view. This doesn’t always work since some metadata filters might not be
available on other tabs. This approach also leads to data errors on team views i.e. some users
who are not part of a particular team get included in the team’s view. (17:15-17:35)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15aFMwSbemb72S_zWaXW0acrD73_Xaqjd/view?usp=sharing


Meghan - Block

She spends atleast 1 hr a day on CS Dashboard.

Block has 5000 users.

Teams are based on
- supervisors' names
- some teams on channel level (All Agents, Partner BPO Agents) - used for team

dashboard or reporting

There is 24 hrs turnaround time at OAI end for any request made by Block

She prefers automated user update process over the manual csv upload in the Setting
UI.

A manager wants to see aggregated data in Team Dashboard, but currently instead of
selecting his team, he has to select his Supervisors' team one by one and aggregate the
data manually to make sense of agent performance at the desired level

User-team mapping changes every week due to new agents & attrition mainly

Their HRMS tool is Workday; but roles in WD are different from OAI

Teams in their CCaaS are different from OAI teams



Adrian - OAI (TBD)

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/DUubk8tl6U4N5PcVkxfLBy-7ya73N5nkyr9TSq59WcWm22
UZWn56Xg3pRH9ov2-T.aizjBF4zSNG_-Vzw

Passcode: h8xZS@B1

—

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/DUubk8tl6U4N5PcVkxfLBy-7ya73N5nkyr9TSq59WcWm22UZWn56Xg3pRH9ov2-T.aizjBF4zSNG_-Vzw
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/DUubk8tl6U4N5PcVkxfLBy-7ya73N5nkyr9TSq59WcWm22UZWn56Xg3pRH9ov2-T.aizjBF4zSNG_-Vzw


Qualfon

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/mK5TkweKvDu5e0hPhRDGRpB-EvvEV1VGWMd4iqy70v
_xJWpWP-HgLPUH-_ccMMEY.f2BZcuUWKsGrY8Db

Passcode: .J6&9suf

—

Notes tbd

https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/mK5TkweKvDu5e0hPhRDGRpB-EvvEV1VGWMd4iqy70v_xJWpWP-HgLPUH-_ccMMEY.f2BZcuUWKsGrY8Db
https://observe-ai.zoom.us/rec/share/mK5TkweKvDu5e0hPhRDGRpB-EvvEV1VGWMd4iqy70v_xJWpWP-HgLPUH-_ccMMEY.f2BZcuUWKsGrY8Db

